The universe demands further spiritual awakening and evolution for spirits
Every human being who has come into this world exists to allow his or her soul to evolve. So, all
souls evolve, and there are many spiritual awakenings in life. Whether or not people know about
Shinkiko energy, they all have chances to be spiritually awakened, and are on the path to evolve.
But there are many spirits in this world that have become negative-minded in the long history of
mankind, and they have become like a huge negative vibrating energy, blocking the evolution of
other spirits. Spirits are supposed to come to the earth from the universe and go back there again,
but due to their obsession with the material world, many of them cannot go back.
We have the problem of population explosion in developing countries, but lost spirits are also
explosively increasing in number. Thus, the negative energies are expanding at an accelerated rate
and are covering the entire earth like a shadow.
People should not just vaguely look for their own happiness, and lean back and wait for their souls
to evolve on their own, because the universe demands our immediate spiritual awakening and
evolution.
Probably, the universe used to send energies to only some of the people who had an involvement
with mankind’s mental activities, such as artists, martial artists, and those who performed religious
services, in order to heighten the awareness of the whole ofmankind. But today, it is not enough to
keep up with present conditions. We are busy living our daily lives and we cannot afford time to go
to a mountain and perform cold water ablution under a waterfall to train ourselves. Also, the earth is
running out of time to wait for it.
That is why the universe started sending the Shinkiko energy, a high-dimensional energy that can be
received by anyone who asks for it. And the amount of the energy is increasing every year. In order
to save the earth and allow it to evolve, the universe now wants us to be spiritually awakened and to
evolve faster.
Great will of the universe
We often emit negative Ki when we blame or condemn others. The accumulation of such deeds
rapidly attracts many negative minded spirits, and when the accumulation of those spirits becomes
too huge, it results in war.
However, if each one of us makes a daily effort to change the seemingly negative things into
positive things, we can get support from invisible spirits and gradually spread a positive and happy
Ki, which will reach to remote conflict zones, like a spreading light.
Masato Nakagawa, the late chairman and founder of the Shinkiko therapy, used to say, “The aim of
the Shinkiko therapy is not curing diseases, but making an environment in which all living things
can live in peace and happiness,” from the beginning.
It is true that people can increase the capacity to heal themselves and their diseases can be healed
with Shinkiko, but its real aim is much higher. I think that the universe wanted all living things,
from human beings to animals and plants, to live in peace. That is probably why it let my father see
“the dream” and start the Shinkiko therapy.
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